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THE EXISTENCE OF OUTER AUTOMORPHISMS
OF SOME GROUPS

RIMHAK REE

F. Haimo and E. Schenkman [l] raised the question: Does a nil-

potent group G always possess an outer automorphism? The answer

is in the affirmative if G is finite and nilpotent of class 2, as is seen

from a Schenkman's [l] stronger result. The object of this note is to

show that the answer is also in the affirmative for another family of

nilpotent groups, namely the family of all finite ^-groups G of order

greater than 2 such that xp = e for every element x in G. Actually, our

result is somewhat stronger:

Theorem 1. Suppose that G is a group every element of which is of

order a divisor of a fixed integer n > 1. If G has a normal subgroup N

such that the factor group G/Nis cyclic of order n and such that the inter-

section NC\Z of N with the center Z of G contains an element a0 of order

n, then G possesses an outer automorphism which induces identity auto-

morphisms on both N and G/N.

For the proof we need the following

Lemma. // elements a, a0, ait ■ • • , ak in a group G are such that

aa0 = a¡¡a, aia¡ = ajaifor i, j = 0, 1, • • • , k and such that

(1) aiaaT1 = aa¡-\ (i = 1, 2, • • • , k)

then we have, for r = 1, 2, ■ • • ,

.   . . .r r   CV.l   Cr.2 Cr.r

(2) {aak)  = a an   at-i • • • a*-r+i.

where we set a_i = a_s= • • • =e. If, moreover, a0 is of order n and if

a" = e for i = 1, 2, • • • , k, then
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(ó) Oo&i • • • ctk — e

implies josii= • • • =Sk^0 (mod«).

Proof. Obviously (2) is true for r = l. Suppose that (2) is true for

a fixed value of r. Since (1) implies a~1aia = aiai-\, we have

. r+l r      Cr.l      CV.J Cr.r
(aau)      = a o»    a*_i • • • a*_r+i a a*

r+l Cr.l Cr.l . Cr.r

■=■ a    (ttkak-i)     (a-k—i ak-2)      • • • (a*_r+i ak-r)     ak

r+l     Cr+l.t      Cr+l.s Cr+l.r+1
= a     ak       aifc-i    • • • a*-r

Therefore (2) is true for all r = l, 2, ■ ■

We shall prove the second parts. First we observe that a'0° = e im-

plies So — 0 (mod n), since a0 is of order n. In order to proceed by

induction with respect to k, we assume that the second part of our

lemma is true if Sk=0. From (3) we have, as before, by transforma-

tion with o,

a0 (a0 ai)   ■ • • (ak-i ak)    = e.

Hence <$ ' • " <4-i=«. and hence the inductive assumption yields

Sx= ■ ■ • =Sk = 0 (modn). But then (3) yields a'0° = e ands0 = 0 (mod«),

since a" = 1 for ¿ = 1,2, • • • , k. Thus the second part is also proved.

Proof of Theorem 1. We shall derive a contradiction by assuming

that every automorphism of G which induces identity automorphisms

on both N and G/N is inner. Let aN be a generating element of the

group G/N. We have already ao in the center Zn of N. Suppose that

we have found elements Go, a,\, • • • , a* in Zn such that (1) holds.

We shall show that the mapping a defined by (uar)' = u(aak)r, where

u^N, is an automorphism of G. We have (uaTva')' = (u[ar, v]var+,y

= u[ar, v]v(aak)r+', while (uaT)°(va')° = u(aak)rv(aaky = u[(aak)r,

v]v(aak)r+'. Therefore we have to show [(aat)T, »]= [ar, v]. But this

follows immediately from the first part of the lemma, since (aak)r

= arx with an element x in the center of N. Suppose now that (uaT)°

— uaTx = e. Then r = 0 (mod n). Hence (uar)' = u = ux = e, and hence

uaT = e. We can also see easily that every element in G is an image of

the mapping er. Therefore a is an automorphism. Since <r induces

identity automorphisms on both N and G/N, there exists ak+i in G

such that g' = ak+igalli for g in G. We shall show that ak+\ is in N. Let
ak+i = uar with u in N. Then al+ï=ak+i implies (aak)r = ar. Then by

our lemma r=0 (mod n), and hence ak+i = u is in N. Since ak+i com-

mutes with every element in N, ak+\ is in Zif. Thus we have proved

that there exist elements a0, a\, • • • , an-\ in Z# such that (1) holds
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with k — n — 1. Now, by (2), we have (a<z»_i)" = an<z¡L.1 ■ ■ ■ a?a0- Since

xn=l for every x in G, we have a"_a • • ■ a*ao = e. Then the second

part of our lemma implies 1=0 (mod w), a contradiction. Thus the

proof is complete.

By a similar method, we can prove the following

Theorem 2. Let p be an odd prime, and G a nilpotent group of class

less than p. If G has a normal subgroup N of index p such that every

element T^e in the center Zn of N is of order p, then G possesses an outer

automorphism which induces identity automorphisms on both N and

G/N.

Proof. Let zy^e be an element in the center of G. Suppose that z

is not in N. If zp — e then G = (z)XN, and hence Theorem 2 is trivial.

If zv9£e then z is an element j^e in Zn- Thus we may assume at the

outset that z is in Zn- We set ao = z, and find au a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap-i as in

the proof of Theorem 1. This is possible, since (aak)p = ap for k = 0,

1, • • • , p — 2, as is seen from (2). Let GDGiDG2D • • • be the lower

central series of G. Then (1) shows that a0 is in Gp_i = (e). This is a

contradiction derived from the assumption that every automorphism

which induces identity automorphisms on both A7 and G/N is inner.

Thus Theorem 2 is proved.

Consider now a torsion free nilpotent group G satisfying maximal

condition for subgroups. For such a group G it is known [l ] that the

factor groups formed by successive groups appearing in the upper

central series of G are torsion free. Therefore G has a normal subgroup

A7 containing the center of G such that G/N is infinite cyclic. By ap-

plying the above method we obtain

Theorem 3. Any torsion free nilpotent group satisfying maximal

condition for subgroups has an outer automorphism.
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